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We employ atomic layer deposition to prepare 50 nm thick hematite photoanodes followed by passivating

them with a 0.5 nm thick Ta 2O5-overlayer and compare them with samples uniformly doped with the same

amount of tantalum. We observe a three-fold improvement in photocurrent with the same onset voltage

using Ta-overlayer hematite photoanodes, while electrochemical impedance spectroscopy under visible

light irradiation shows a decreased amount of surface states under water splitting conditions. The Ta-

doped samples have an even higher increase in photocurrent along with a 0.15 V cathodic shift in the

onset voltage and decreased resistivity. However, the surface state capacitance for the Ta-doped sample

is twice that of the reference photoanode, which implies a larger amount of surface hole accumulation.

We further utilize transient absorption spectroscopy in the sub-millisecond to second timescale under

operating conditions to show that electron trapping in both Ta 2O5-passivated and Ta-doped samples is

markedly reduced. Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy in the sub-picosecond to nanosecond

timescale shows faster charge carrier dynamics and reduced recombination in the Ta-doped hematite

photoanode resulting in the increased photoelectrochemical performance when compared with the

Ta2O5-overlayer sample. Our results show that passivation does not a � ect the poor charge carrier

dynamics intrinsic to hematite based photoanodes. The Ta-doping strategy results in more e � cient

electron extraction, solving the electron trapping issue and leading to increased performance over the

surface passivation strategy.

1 Introduction
Photoelectrochemical water splitting with stable metal oxide
materials produces environmentally friendly hydrogen gas that
can be transported over large distances to be burned in
conventional gas power plants or converted directly into elec-
tricity using fuel cells. This solution allows to store solar energy
directly into chemical bonds, thus potentially solving the

problems associated with intermittent and localized solar
electricity production.

Hematite (a-Fe2O3) has been regarded as one of the most
promising candidates for photoelectrochemical water splitting
ever since it was� rst used for this purpose by Hardee and Bard
in 1976.1 Hematite has numerous advantages as a photoanode
material, such as a near optimal band gap of 2.2 eV that results
in a theoretical solar-to-hydrogen e� ciency of 12.9%,2 high
chemical stability in non-acidic conditions, natural abundance,
and low production costs. 3,4 However, the e� ciencies of
hematite photoanodes remain low due to a few intrinsic draw-
backs: (i) a � at band potential that is too low for water reduc-
tion, (ii) poor electron mobility, and (iii) a small hole di � usion
length of 2–20 nm.5–8 Furthermore, surface states at the hema-
tite–electrolyte interface can also act as recombination centers
that drastically decrease the photoanode performance.9

Metal oxide surfaces are spontaneously hydroxylated in
aqueous conditions.10 Iandolo et al.11 showed that hematite
surfaces are populated by OH- and O-terminations of the iron
oxide lattice, both of which act as surface states. The hydroxyl-
terminated surface states are occupied mid-gap states that act
as surface recombination centers at low applied bias voltages.
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